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Getting Started with Eaagle Online
Log into your account
Go to www.eaagle.com and click on

or type the following URL: http://eol.eaagle.com

Enter your login (i.e. the email address you used to create your account) and password.

Note:
-

-

If you have forgotten your password, enter your login (the email address you used to create
your account) and click on “Lost Password”. An email containing your password will be sent
within minutes to the email address.
If you have not validated your account (i.e : click on the link sent to you after account
creation), you may not be able to log in.

At this step, there are 2 possibilities:
-

I you have already created one or multiple projects, you reach a page that contains all
projects you previously created (see “Projects list”)

-

If you connect for the first time, you will be proposed to create your first project (see “Your
first connection: create your first project”)

Please note that you can manage your account by clicking on this icon
, located on the top right of
the screen. See details on how to manage your account in the “Manage your Eaagle Online Account”
section of this guide.
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Projects list
If you have already created projects, you may
-

reach existing projects: click on file name and you directly reach the dashboard of the
project)

-

or create a new project by clicking on the

button.

Your first connection: create your first project
If you are creating your first project, the following screen appears: it enables you to upload the Excel
data file you intend to analyze.

IMPORTANT: Your data should be placed in columns as shown in the below example, with a header
in the first row:
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Full text data contained in each cell are named “VERBATIM” in the following guide.
Note:






The Excel file can contain an unlimited number of columns.
The first row is regarded as a header. If your Excel sheet's first row is not a header, the first
row will be regarded as header and its content will not be taken into account in the analysis.
Data should be located in the first sheet of your Excel file. If your Excel file contains multiple
sheets, only the first sheet will be taken into account.
Your Excel sheet should not contain blank columns between non-blank columns.
Contact Eaagle support should your data be in a format other than Excel
(support@eaagle.com). Personalized solutions can be implemented.

You can find some examples of files by clicking on the following link:
http://www.eaagle.com/eol/help/en/examplesenglishlanguage.zip
Should you encounter difficulties, email your file for support to: support@eaagle.com .

Load your Data into Eaagle Online

Load your Excel file by clicking on "Browse" :
When your file appears as shown below,

Click on

and start the upload.

Note: Upload time depends on file size and the speed of your Internet connection. It may take from a
few seconds to a few minutes. File size is limited to 30 Mb: Contact support should you need to upload
larger files: support@eaagle.com .
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The below screen appears once your upload is complete:

The first Column displays data that have been identified by Eaagle Online in your Excel file. 1 = first
column, 2 = second column etc.
If data are missing, check that you did not leave blank columns within your Excel File.
Column Title: Contains the headers of your Excel file.
Column Type: Lets you indicate the type of the information contained in your Excel file:
 Choose VERBATIM for the column that contains the textual data you intend to analyze (one
verbatim column is allowed);
 Choose MAIN PROPERTY for the column that contains the value you may choose for cross
analysis (one main property is allowed).
Launch Eaagle Online and Get Results

Once data are uploaded, click on:

Analysis is now starting:

.

.

Depending on the volume of data to process, calculation may take from a few seconds to a few
minutes. DO NOT CLOSE YOUR BROWSER WINDOW UNTIL CALCULATION IS COMPLETED.
Once complete, the following “tag cloud” appears. The tag cloud displays relevant words found
across analyzed verbatim.
It also indicates the number of relevant words detected across verbatim.
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Assuming you have enough credit remaining in your account, click on
results DASHBOARD, as shown below:

to access the

Please note that:
-

Your account is debited when you click the
button.
Your account is not be debited if you click the BACK button, nor if you open a previous
project from your list of projects (
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Eaagle Online Dashboard

The Eaagle Dashboard appears just after you have clicked on
the main results in one single screen.

. The Dashboard displays

The Dashboard is divided into four sections:


A donut chart displaying the Top 10 Topics identified across verbatim. See example below
(customer satisfaction survey with feedback on a specific perfume):

Note: Some verbatim may be related to multiple topics; therefore total can exceed 100%



A list of the Top 10 Topics, each topic being illustrated by its most relevant verbatim :
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A tag cloud with the most frequent words across verbatim:



A list of the 20 most frequent words, with their occurrence percentage:
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Note: The first line indicates the total number of verbatim: in the above example, 1295.
Percentage indicates in what percentage of verbatim the corresponding word was found: in the above example,
the word “great” was found in 9.58% of verbatim.

If you have defined a “main property”, a list of values appears in the menu bar: select a value in the
list, as shown in the below example (age bracket: 45 to54 years old), to get a dashboard by value of
the main property:

-

The chart, word cloud and topics will show the results for the corresponding verbatim ;
The Words list enables you to compare results between your chosen property (here, 188
verbatim from respondents between 45 to 54 years of age and all verbatim (1295 verbatim).

Note: For information about ‘main properties’, see "What qualitative sorting possibilities are in
Eaagle Online?" (Page 29)
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Topics

This top menu provides access to additional topic results.

Widget

The widget provides a snapshot of the top 10 Topics. You can click on any topic to display
corresponding verbatim:
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Top 10 Topics

This donut chart displays the top 10 Topics identified by Eaagle Online (this is the same donut chart
as on the Dashboard).

Note: Some verbatim can relate to multiple topics. As a result, total % may exceed 100%.
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Top 10 Illustrated Topics

This list presents the Top 10 Topics illustrated by their 10 most representative verbatim, sorted by
descending reliability order.
NOTE : The reliability of a verbatim indicates to what extent the verbatim best represents the topic.
Reliability is a relative value: if a verbatim has a reliability of 5 and another a reliability of 2,5, the first
verbatim is twice as reliable as the second.

Note: Click on the

icon to download the list in an Excel format.
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List of Topics

This is the list of all topics identified across verbatim. The list is sorted in descending pertinence (i.e.:
relevance) order:

Tip: We recommend not paying excessive attention to topics with a relevance ratio below 1. It
indicates the topic is very weak across verbatim.
Note: Click on the

icon to download the list in an Excel format.
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Words

This top menu enables you to get focused results on Words identified by Eaagle Online across
verbatim.

Tag Cloud

The Word Tag Cloud displays the words identified across verbatim: The bigger the font, the more
frequently the word occurs across verbatim.

Click on any word to discover the verbatim containing this word in the right window
Note: In the below example, ‘occurrence’ refers to the number of times the selected word appears in
the corresponding verbatim ("sexy", in this example).

Words List

This is the entire list of words identified across verbatim, and their occurrences.
By default, the most relevant 100 words are listed.
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You may change this number in the settings menu. For example, if you select 200, the number of
words in this list will be 200.
This list reflects your settings, i.e. it takes into account the lexicons you may have applied (see the
lexicon section for more information about lexicons).

Percentage: % of verbatim in which the word appears at least once.
Occurrence: number of verbatim in which the word appears at least once.
Max: The highest number of times a word appears in one single verbatim.
Count: Total count of the word across all verbatim.
Note: Click on the

icon to download the list in an Excel format.
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Metrics

This section provides various statistics on verbatim and words: Number of verbatim, total number of
words, and relevant words.

NOTE:
Relevant words are those words identified that best represent the content of verbatim. Relevant
words can be frequent or rare: Rare relevant words do not appear frequently overall but only in a
limited number of verbatim where they are central (i.e., frequent in a limited number of verbatim and
not present otherwise.
Eaagle Online includes standard text mining tools and features, such as stop words removal and
lemmatization. Tools words (‘and’, ‘in’, ‘out’, ‘by’, ‘or’, ‘of’, ‘the’, etc.) are automatically excluded
from the analysis, as well as numbers The lemmatizer reduces words to their based form to simplify
the analysis: Plurals are lumped under their singulars, and conjugated forms are lumped under their
infinitive.

If you have defined a main property (in the example below, age of respondents), results are split
according to this main property.

This table also presents statistics on your lexicons’ usage rate (very low rate in the example below):
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For each lexicon type, the following numbers are calculated:
- 'In Lexicons' indicates the total number of words contained in each type of lexicon,
regardless the number of lexicons from the same type,
- 'In Texts' indicates the number of words from lexicons found in verbatim,
- 'Usage Rate' displays a gauge indicating the usage rate of lexicons.
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The Download Menu

This section allows you to download all results in an Excel file format.

You can download the following files
"Your data»: Contains all project data, i.e.,. your initial Excel data.
"Words ": Contains the list of relevant Words with their occurrence. Max and Count values are also
included.

Reminder:
Max: Highest number of times a word appears in one single verbatim.
Count: Total count of one word across all verbatim.
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"Topics ": Contains the list of all topics, sorted by decreasing importance.

"Illustrated Topics": Contains all Topics sorted by decreasing importance and, for each topic, all
related verbatim sorted by decreasing relevance.
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"Top 10 Illustrated Topics": Contains the Top 10 Topics sorted by decreasing importance and, for
each topic, a list of top 10 related verbatim sorted in decreasing relevance.

"Texts and their Top 10 Topics": Contains all verbatim qualified by a maximum of the top 10 topics
they are related to, sorted by "fp" criteria (reliability * relevance). This reports shows whether
verbatim are related to few or many topics.

"Archive»: Zip file containing all previously listed files. It also includes the topics Widget. This zip file
can be emailed as any other zip file. .
If you have defined a main property, the zip file also contains files and the Widget pertaining to your
main property.

"Archive XX ": Zip file containing all previously listed files for value XX of main property.
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Settings

This menu enables you to change settings.
For example, you have the ability to change the number of words, the categories of words and load
your own lexicons.

Determine the number of words for your analysis
To change the number of words, enter new number as shown below (here, changed to 250):

Default value is 100.
Note:
The more words you add above 100, the longer the computation.
Changing the number of words does not debit your account.

Refine your analysis using word category tools
Eaagle Online provides you with tools to refine your text analysis. You can filter in or filter out
specific categories of words, depending on your needs:








Stop word: Stop words are articles, pronouns, etc., i.e., very common words that do not help
qualify the content and instead tend ‘clutter’ the analysis. As a result, they are excluded by
default (‘out’ box is checked). We recommend leaving this box checked.
Numeric: Numbers are excluded by default (‘out’ box is checked). Uncheck this box if there are
numbers in the verbatim and those numbers are relevant for your analysis.
Verb: By default, Eaagle does not exclude verbs. By checking the ‘out’ box you are removing
verbs from your analysis (infinitives and conjugated). This can be helpful when analyzing very
important quantities of verbatim. The risk is it can hide words that are both verbs and nouns
(e.g. ‘process’, ‘move’, ‘clear’), hence potentially removing important information. Click 'in' if you
want to force the detection of Verbs.
Adverb: Check the ‘out’ box if you want to remove adverbs from the analysis . Click 'in' if you
want to force the detection of Adverbs.
Adjective: Check the ‘out’ box to remove adjectives from the analysis. Click 'in' if you want to
force the detection of Adjectives.
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Proper noun: Check the "in" box to make sure proper nouns are detected. Proper nouns can
include people’s names as well as company names, locations names and industry jargon/buzz
words.

Click "in" or "out" in the corresponding category to filter words by categories: In the example below,
only adjectives will be detected.

Note: As mentioned above, some words belong to various categories. For example: "Last" is both a
verb and an adjective."Being" is a verb, a noun and an adjective. In order to avoid bias, Eaagle Online
lets you to decide whether you want to keep or remove specific words from your analysis. For
example, if you check both the adjective ‘in’ box and the verb ‘out’ box’, "being" will appear if it is in
the verbatim.

Filter words with your own lexicons
Lexicons enable you to add, remove or group words and expressions. Although you do not need
lexicons to analyze verbatim with Eaagle Online, lexicons can enrich your analysis, and in some cases
they are actually recommended, for example to group synonyms.
There are 4 types of Lexicons: ADD, INVARIABLE, DELETE, SYNONYMS.

Create an ‘Add’ type lexicons

ADD lexicons enable you to include particular words or expressions, even though they would not
have been considered to be relevant by standard analysis, typically, brand names, proper nouns,
company names, etc.
To create an ADD lexicon: Create a text file (.txt) file, type the word(s) or expression(s) you want to
add (each word or expression on one line, without space at the end of line.
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In the below example, we created an “Add” lexicon with three words: "katy perry", "madonna" and
"black eyed peas". These will appear in the words list if they appear in at least once across the
verbatim.

ADD lexicons are not case sensitive: if "KAtty Perry" or "maDOnna" appears in one verbatim, "katy
perry" and "madonna" will appear in words list.

Create an ‘Invariable’ type lexicon

INVARIABLE lexicons are useful to detect words with a particular spelling that may be lemmatized,
i.e. altered to a different form, if not included in an invariable lexicon. For instance, the word
’Spelling’ may be lemmatized and become "spell" (its base verbal formal), and as result ‘Spelling’ will
not be shown in the words list. To prevent this, include "spelling" as an invariable lexicon to ensure
that it will appear as such in the words list.
To create an INVARIABLE lexicon, create a text file (.txt) file: Type in the word(s) or expression(s) you
want to be invariable on one line (without space at the end of line).
INVARIABLE lexicons are not case sensitive.

Create a ‘Delete’ type lexicon

DELETE lexicons enable you to remove particular words or expressions from your analysis, even if
they are showing up in the first place. DELETE lexicons are generally used to remove words that are
excessively central and frequent in verbatim and therefore "hide" weaker signals. For example, if
you analyze verbatim from a product testing survey, it is recommended to include the brand’s and
product’s names in a ‘Delete’ lexicon: You will thus ‘make way’ for the actual feedback about the
test. Tip: To know which words to include in a ‘Delete’ lexicon, look closely at the words appearing in
the top 10 topics list: A word appearing in more than four of the top 10 topics is a good candidate to
being included in a ‘Delete’ lexicon.
To create a DELETE lexicon, create a text file (.txt) file: Type in the word(s) or expression(s) you want
to delete on one line (without space at the end of line).
DELETE lexicons are not case sensitive
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Create a ‘Synonym’ type lexicon

SYNONYM lexicons enable you to group words that you consider to be synonyms. This is a very
helpful feature. For example, in an employee feedback survey, some words used by employees in
their responses mean the same thing and hence should probably be included in a ‘Synonym’ lexicon.
For example the company name (e.g. Caterpillar), its acronym or ticker symbol (CAT), and the words
‘we’ and ‘company’.

A SYNONYM lexicon is a text (.txt) file: Type any word or expression you want to group with each
other as shown below, on one line. The commanding word -here ‘car’- should be placed first on the
line, the synonym –automobile- being placed at the end of the line. The commanding word and its
synonym must be separated with semicolon ";". There must be no space before and after the
semicolon, nor at the end of line. In the example shown below, the words ‘automobile’, ‘suv’ and
‘van’ are all synonyms of ‘car’.

SYNONYM lexicons are not case sensitive.

Other tips and tools about lexicons

If a word is both in an ‘ADD’ and in a ‘DELETE’ lexicon, it will appear in the words list if it is mentioned
in at least one verbatim. In other words, ADD is stronger than DELETE, i.e., ‘commands’ over DELETE.

To add a new lexicon, click on
and attach your text file. If your file bears the same
name as an existing lexicon file, it will deleted and replace that existing file.
To delete a lexicon, click on

To download a lexicon, click on

. Caution: You cannot to restore a deleted lexicon file.

in front of the lexicon: the download will start immediately.

To activate a lexicon, choose the type of lexicon (Add, Invariable, Delete, Synonym) and click on
.
Note: This will not debit your account.
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To de activate a lexicon, choose None in the list and click on
your account.

. Note: This will not debit

Lexicons - Example

 Words contained in the "eaagleADD.txt" lexicon will be added;
 Words contained in the "EaagleDELETE.txt" lexicon will be removed;
 Words contained in the "eaagleINV.txt" lexicon will appear as they are spelled in the lexicon
file;
 "EaagleSYN.txt" will be used as a synonym lexicon and words will groups as synonyms
according to the lexicon.
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Manage your Eaagle Online Account

You may manage your account by clicking on this icon

, located on the top right of the screen or

on the administration section in the left part of the main menu

.

Account home page
Account home page shows:
-

The available balance of your account: in the following case, 12,509 Words
Your edition: TRIAL in the following case
The 10 latest debits or credits on your account: debits relate to projects. Debits mention
projects name and dates.
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The “My Account” Menu

My projects

Click on “My projects” to reach your projects or create a new project.

Refill My Account

This option is applicable to PROFESSIONAL and CORPORATE accounts.
It enables you to order additional words when your account requires a refill.
If you are a designated user in a CORPORATE account, you can send a request for refill to Account
Administrator when needed. When doing so, your Account Administrator received the request by
email.
In TRIAL edition, you will be invited to upgrade your account to PROFESSIONAL or CORPORATE. (See
“Manage Account Settings”)

My Orders

This item enables you to access your previous orders. You can reach this screen if you are the
account Administrator.

When an order has a mention « Pay », it means it has not been validated by Eaagle yet,.
To do so, click on Pay or contact your Eaagle Sales rep (sales@eaagle.com ).
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At this stage, you may cancel the order by clicking on the “delete” link.
When you create an order, you get an email confirmation as well as your Eaagle Sales rep.

If you are a user of a CORPORATE Account, you will not reach this screen: you will be able to send a
request for refill to your internal Administrator. As soon as you request for a refill, your
Administrator is notified be email.

My Account History

This item enables you to access and download all events (debits and credits) on your account since it
was activated.

Manage Account Settings
Tab 1: select Edition
Select the edition: Corporate in the following example.

You can upgrade edition, not downgrade.
When you upgrade edition, you will receive a request for payment by email. As soon as payment is
done, or as soon as Eaagle Sales Department has validated the payment / order, your account is
credited: you get notified by email when your account is credited.
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Tab 2: enter Administrator information

Notes:
-

(*) means the field is mandatory.
Email cannot be changed.
You may keep the existing password by clicking on “Do not change password”.

Tab 3: enter Company’s information

Notes:
-

(*) means the field is mandatory.
For European companies, please enter VAT number.

Tab 4: customize your application with your logo
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Logo will appear on all Eaagle Online screens on the top left in place of the Eaagle logo.
Note:
-

Logo image should not exceed 300 * 380 pixels.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT FORGET TO
UPDATED INFORMATION.

AFTER YOU HAVE

Manage Users

This option is active for CORPORATE accounts only. It enables to create additional users on the same
account. You can create up to 9,999 users at no extra charge.

To create a user, log as account administrator and fill the following form:

As soon as you have filled this form, the user will be notified by email.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT FORGET TO
CREATED OR UPDATED USER INFORMATION.
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General Questions
What is Eaagle Online?
Eaagle Online is a web-based service designed to let users rapidly analyze large amounts of free text
data e.g. text comments, customer feedbacks (CRM, Help Desk ...), answers to open ended questions,
tweets, forum contents, blogs or articles.
EOL is the quickest, easiest and cheapest way to rapidly and objectively analyze unstructured data.
Just load your verbatim in Excel in EOL, and see the results at once!

Who should use Eaagle Online?
Eaagle Online users are those professionals dealing with a lot of free text data in their work:
Marketing, HR, Communication professionals, Consultants, Researchers and Academics.

What are Eaagle Online's benefits?
• Speed: Get results within seconds. No prep required, no need to create lexicons categories,
dictionaries... Just load your raw data, click and get results!
•

Objective and unbiased (no predefinition)

•

Results are visual to facilitate analysis and share them easily

•

Cost optimization: Pay per use

•

No maintenance fee

• Flexible: Run Eaagle Online ‘as is’ (Personal and Enterprise plans) or integrate it in your online
platform (Ultimate Plan).
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How does Eaagle Online work?
Three easy steps:
1. Gather your full text data in an Excel (2003/2007/2010) sheet
2. Load the Excel file into Eaagle Online
3. Click and see the results
Eaagle Online automatically reads your full text data, extracts relevant words and identifies topics.
See the results on the Eaagle Online dashboard with a wealth of features: Lists, pie charts, word tags,
widget...
All results are downloadable.

What are Eaagle Online's outputs?
• A one-page summary dashboard with main topics, most relevant words and charts (The
Dashboard)
•

A detailed list report of all topics with associated verbatim, sorted by relevance

•

A list of all keywords sorted by occurrence

•

An interactive widget displaying the top 10 topics and corresponding verbatim

•

A dedicated download area for all results (MS Excel format)
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Functional Questions
How are topics and words identified by Eaagle Online?
Eaagle Online selects the most relevant words, both common and rare, and groups them into topics
according to three core guidelines:
1. Identify each word’s occurrence and weight, counting the number of times it appears across all
verbatim.
2. Determine each word’s proximity with regards to all other words
3. Compute an optimal keywords list to reveal primary, and secondary themes as well as weak
signals.

Eaagle Online regards a word as series of characters bordered by spaces, without referring to preexisting semantic dictionaries.
In order to remove non-significant items, Eaagle Online processes verbatim with a proprietary
“lemmatizer” that reduces words to their base form (i.e.: reduce plurals to singular).
Eaagle Online also removes stop words (e.g. ‘of’, ‘at’, ‘no’, ‘not’, ‘on’, etc.). Proper nouns are not
shown by default; they can be identified, however, if the appropriate option has been selected in the
Settings.
Once individual words have been identified, Eaagle Online analyzes words by groups and determines
the most relevant groups among all verbatim to reveal themes. Eaagle Online also identifies the most
relevant verbatim for each groups.
Note: The default word count selection for analysis is set at 100 words. This default value is not a
limit set in calculation, only in presentation. Users can set preferences to any word count limit.

What languages are supported?
All Latin-based languages can be analyzed, including English, German, French, Spanish, Italian and
Portuguese.
Eaagle Online does not currently support Asian languages, Greek, Arabic or Russian.
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How are plurals handled?
To prevent redundancies, Eaagle Online automatically groups together plurals and singulars.

How are conjugated verbs handled?
To prevent redundancies, Eaagle Online automatically groups conjugated into their infinitive.

How are proper nouns handled?
Proper nouns are not showing by default.
Yet they can be identified, if the appropriate option section has been selected in the Settings.

What are the scientific concepts underlying Eaagle technology?
Eaagle Online is based on Eaagle SDK.
An underlying principle of Eaagle mathematics is that the true wealth of information is found in the
links between words and expressions, and not in semantic pre classification.

Eaagle Online radically differs from semantic approaches. Topics are identified based on proprietary
algorithms that differentiate Eaagle Online from traditional semantics-based text mining systems:
• No lexicons nor predefined dictionaries/categories are required; neither prep nor ontological
maintenance are required. ‘Semantic bias’ is removed from the analysis.
• Weaker signals become visible
• Unexpected relations appear spontaneously to reveal undetected, potentially vital pieces of
information
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What qualitative sorting possibilities are in Eaagle Online?
Qualitative sorting is easy in Eaagle Online. Topics and words can be easily compared and sorted
according to structured criteria using drop down lists, i.e. age, location, gender, etc.
In order to activate this functionality, you need to determine a "Main Property" when uploading your
data. In the following example, AGE is defined as the Main Property.

Once Eaagle Online has processed your data, you are able to see/sort results according to your main
property, as well as compare those results to all verbatim.
In the download section, Eaagle Online will automatically prepare a breakdown of results according
to the main property.
Below example: breakdown of results by AGE
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Technical Questions

Is there a particular format for Excel spreadsheets?
Verbatim should be located in one Excel column.
Other columns are regarded as properties by Eaagle Online.
First row is regarded as the header.
You can find examples of files by clicking on the following link:
http://www.eaagle.com/eol/help/en/examplesenglishlanguage.zip

Can Eaagle Online be integrated with other software systems or services?
Yes. Eaagle Online can be integrated as an embedded service in other services or software.
For more information, please contact us at sales@eaagle.com .

Can I use Eaagle Online with survey software and on line services?
Yes, assuming that these solutions supports open ended questions to collect free text data and
provide results in Excel or CSV format, which is most often the case.
Click here to find a list of survey software and services available on the market. Please note that this
list is given for illustration purposes only, and it does not mean that Eaagle specifically recommends
one or all of these products. This list is not comprehensive: Other solutions exist on the market.

Can I analyze unstructured data coming from other systems, such as ERPs,
email systems or MS SharePoint...?
Yes, provided that the data can be exported and/or converted into the Excel format, which is usually
the case.
When exporting data for analysis in Eaagle Online, please make sure that the UTF-8 format is
selected.
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We suggest that send us a sample data file should you experience difficulties using Eaagle On Line:
support@eaagle.com .

Can I analyze the content of documents in formats other than MS Excel, such
as MS Word, PDF, PowerPoint, HTML…?
Not with Eaagle Online.
Yet these documents can be analyzed using Eaagle’s leading text mining client software, Full Text
Mapper Advanced Version.
For more information, go to Eaagle Full Text Mapper datasheet or view videos of FTM
Or contact our sales department at: sales@eaagle.com .

Are there limitations in terms of data load/quantity to be analyzed with
Eaagle Online?

In theory there is no limitation. The quantity of data is only limited by your Eaagle Online credit
availability.
Yet, the Eaagle Online online solution was voluntary limited to 37,000 verbatim per analysis.
This limit can be pushed if necessary. In some cases, a dedicated infrastructure may be required for
analyzing larger amounts of text data.
For more information, contact us at: sales@eaagle.com .
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Glossary
Main Property
The Main Property enables you to perform Qualitative Sorting, in order to compare topics and words
using structured criteria such as age, location, gender...

In order to activate this functionality, you need to determine a "Main Property" when uploading your
data. In the following example, AGE is defined as Main Property.

Topic
A ‘Topic’ is a group of relevant words that most often appear together across verbatim, thus forming
a theme or topic.
"Relevance"
Relevance of a topic is the relative importance of this topic as compared to all other topics identified
across verbatim.
"Reliability"
The reliability of a verbatim vs. a topic is a relative value indicating to what extent the verbatim best
represents the topic.
"Max"
Highest number of times a word appears in a verbatim
"Count"
Total count of a word across all verbatim s
"Texts"
Total number of verbatim in which is a word appears at least once
"fp"
‘fp’ for a verbatim is a sorting value calculated as follows: (fp = verbatim reliability * topic relevance)
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Relevant Word
Relevant words are those words identified that best represent the content of verbatim. Relevant
words can be frequent or rare: Rare relevant words do not appear frequently overall but only in a
limited number of verbatim where they are central (i.e., frequent in a limited number of verbatim
and not present otherwise.
Eaagle Online includes standard text mining tools and features, such as stop words removal and
lemmatization. Tools words (‘and’, ‘in’, ‘out’, ‘by’, ‘or’, ‘of’, ‘the’...) are automatically excluded from
the analysis, as well as numbers The lemmatizer reduces words to their based form to simplify the
analysis: plurals are lumped under their singulars, and conjugated forms are lumped under their
infinitive.

Verbatim
A verbatim is a series of words forming one or multiple sentences. Please make sure that there is
only one verbatim per Excel cell to ensure optimal analysis with Eaagle Online properly.

Widget
A ‘widget’ is a graphical, interactive presentation of the topics.
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